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Image 1: View of the Shiseido Forest Valley
and the HSBC Rain Vortex from Changi
Airport Terminal 1
Upon setting foot into Jewel, visitors are greeted
by the majestic 40-metre HSBC Rain Vortex, the
world’s tallest indoor waterfall.

Image 2: View of the Shiseido Forest Valley
and the HSBC Rain Vortex from the
South Viewing Deck
With its innovative structural design, Jewel is an
architectural marvel – making the multidimensional lifestyle destination a
photographer’s paradise.

Image 3: Night View of the Crystal Clouds
art installation
Created by artists Andy Cao and Xavier Perrot,
this glittering installation features 16 beautiful
‘clouds’ that reflect weather patterns with
dynamic lighting sequences.

Image 4: Discovery Slides at Canopy Park
A structural playscape with 4 slides – 2 tube
slides and 2 surface slides. This playground
offers panoramic views of the Canopy Park at its
6.5-metre high viewing platform.

Image 5: Manulife Sky Nets at Canopy Park
Manulife Sky Nets is a first-of-its-kind attraction
customised specially for Jewel, combining two
concepts – a walking net and a bouncing net.
The Manulife Sky Nets - Walking will take
visitors on a thrilling walk, over a void that looks
down 25 metres to Level 1. For an adrenalinepumping experience, take a leap on the
Manulife Sky Nets - Bouncing and discover the
8-metre high lookout point that features an aerial
view of the entire Canopy Park.

Image 6: Hedge Maze at Canopy Park
Visitors can weave their way through the tricky
network of paths in Singapore’s largest indoor
hedge maze, located at Jewel’s topmost level.

Image 7: Topiary Walk at Canopy Park
A photo-friendly enclave set within the Canopy
Park, this walk features creative topiary art in the
shape of life-size animals.

Video 1: The Making of Jewel Changi Airport
At 135,700 sqm in size, Jewel offers a range of
offerings including airport facilities, indoor
gardens and leisure attractions, retail and dining
offerings as well as a hotel, all under one roof.
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